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ABSTRACT

We suggest a reduction of the globalization and multidimensional quantization to
the case of reductive Lie groups by lifting to U(l)-covering. Our construction is connected
with the M. Dufio's third method for algebraic groups. From a reductive datum of the
given real algebraic Lie group we firstly construct geometric complexes with respect to
U( 1 )-covmng by using the unipotent positive distributions. Then we describe in terms of
local cohomology the maximal globalization of Harish-Chandra modules which correspond
to the geometric complexes.
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INTRODUCTION

In order to find irreducible unitary representations of a connected and simply
connected Lie group G, the Kirillov's orbit method furnishes a procedure of quantization,
starting from linear bundles over a G-homogeneous symplectic manifold (see [5]). In
[1] and [2], Do Ngoc Diep has proposed the procedure of multidimensional quantization
for genera! case, starting from arbitrary irreducible bundles. This procedure could be
viewed as a geometric version of the construction of M.Duflo [4], In 1988, W. Schmid
and J.A. Woif [3] described in terms of local cohomology the maximal globalization of
Harish-Chandra modules to realize the discrete series representations of semi-simple Lie
groups by using the geometric quantization and the derived Zuckerman functor modules.
In [9], we modified the construction suggested by W. Schmid and J.A. Wolf to the case
of U(l)-covering by applying the technique of P.L. Robinson and J.H. Rawnsley [6].
Our purpose is to give an algebraic version of the multidimensional quantization with
respect to U(l)-covering. In this paper, we reduce the same problem to the case of
reductive Lie groups. Using the unipotent positive distributions we construct geometric
complexes and their corresponding Harish-Chandra modules. Then we will describe the
maximal globalization of Harish-Chandra modules in terms of local cohomology with
respect to U(l)-covering.

1. UNIPOTENT POSITIVE DISTRIBUTIONS
Let G be a real algebraic Lie group. Denote by Q the Lie algebra of G and Q*

its dual space. The group G acts in Q* by the coadjoint representation. Denote by GF
the stabilizer of F € Q* and by QF its Lie algebra. Let UF be the unipotent radical
of Gf and UF be its Lie algebra. Denote by QF the reductive component of Gp in its
Cartan-Levi's decomposition Gp = UFQF-

1.1. U(l)-covering of the unipotent radical.

Let GF be the U(l)-covering of GF and Up be the inverse image of UF
under the projection <7j : Gp —* GF, where Oj is the homomorphism defined in
[8,82]. Since

_ v»w ^UF^I
is a short exact sequence then we have the split short exact sequence of corresponding
Lie algebras

0 _ W(l) —• Lie UpW —*liF—>0

. Thus Upll) is the U(l)-covering of UF and we have Lie UpW SW fffiM(l).
From the local triviality of the (Jf-principal bundle QF >—> UF\G -» GF \ G

there exists a connection on the bundle. Then the Kirillov 2-form Ba of JiT-orbit £1
passing F induces a nondegenerate closed G- invariant 2-form Bn on the horizontal part

\ G) defined by the formula

where / € Up\G, k(f) = F e ft, and Jfe, is the linear lifting isomorphism induced
from k (see [7]). As in [8], the symplectic group SP{TU)H{UF \ G); &a(f)) has an U n -
connected covering Mpc(T{f)fj{UF \ G)) and we obtain the following isomorphisms



\ G)) = Sp{QIQF)

and
Mpc(TU)H(UF\G))z.

Using these isomorphisms we can view VF
 ( " a s a Lie subgroup of the Cartersian product

of Lie groups UF X Mpc(T(f)H{UF \ G)).

1.2. Unipotent positive distributions.

We do not assume that the orbit tl passing F € Q* is an integral orbit, i.e. there
does not exist a unitary character XF of GF.

Definition 1.1. A point F € Q* is called (u, U(l))-<idmisi>ible (u for unipotent radical,
U(l) for U(l)-covering) iff there exists a unitary character 9F : UF —• S1 such
that

. . [ / ( i \ . __ , it

where (X,^)
We see that if F is U(l)-admissible (see [8]) then it is (u, {/(Inadmissible, but

the reverse does not hold in general.

Definition 1.2. A smooth complex tangent distribution L C (T(UF \ G))c is called a
unipotent positive distribution iff

(i) L is an integrable and G-invariant subbundle of (TH(UF \ G))c-

(ii) L is invariant under the action Ad of Gp^

(iii) V/ £ UF\G, the fibre Lf is a positive polarization of the symplectic

vector space ({TU)H(UF \ G))c,Bn(/)), i.e.

( a) dim I , = \d\mT{J)H(UF \ G),_

= 0 for all X,YeLf,

) > 0 for all X dZj,

where A' is the conjugation of X. We say that L is strictly positive iff the inequality (7)
is strict for nonzero X £ Lf.

We see that if £ is a unipotent positive distribution then the inverse image B of
LF — ktLf under the natural projection p : Qc —* QC/{QF)C is a positive polarization
in Qc (see [8]).

Let X be a unipotent positive distribution such that LCiL and L + L are the com-
plexifications of some real distributions. Then the corresponding complex subalgebra
B = p~'(fcti/) satisfies the following conditions: B n F and B + B are the complexifi-
cations of the real Lie subalgebras B 0 Q and (B + S) n Q. Denote by Bo and JV<j the
corresponding analytic subgroups. We suppose that the subalgebra B is algebraic.

The unipotent positive distribution L is called dosed iff all the subgroups fl0,
No and the semi-direct products B =; GF • Bg and N = GF • JV0 are closed in G. In
what follows, we assume that L is closed. We know that Bo is a normal subgroup in B
and G F has adjoint action on BQ. Moreover, GF acts on Bo and we can define the
semi-direct product GF ex Bo.

Then Bu^ = Gpll) « Bo is the t7(l)-covering of B = GF • Ba and we have

Denote by Bo
 1 the inverse image of Bo in Buw under the [/(l)-covering projecti

As in [8] we have

Proposition 1.3. in a small neighbourhood of the identity of Upil) we obtain

where <p 6 M satisfying the relation \2DetC^-i = exp(-j^).

Tile integral kernel of8F^ is given by the formula

^ r < z,w > - —
in 4fi w,tv

where z,w £ (0 + B)/(B nB) .

Denote by 2ir^. (F) the set of all equivalent classes of irreducible unitary rep-
resentations of G F such that the restriction of the composition of a} and each of them

to UpW is a multiple of the character 6^W. When F is (u, [/(Inadmissible and

r 6 Z^iF), the pair (F,r) is called a reductive datum.

Let o be some fixed irreductive unitary representation of GF in a separable

Hilbert V such that the restriction of (d 0 a A to (7F is a multiple of the character

ttF .

Definition 1.4. The triplet (L,p,u0) is called a (a, 6F)-unipotent positive polariza-

tion, and L is called s. weakly Lagrangian distribution iff

(i) aa is an irreducible representation of the subgroup Bo in a Hilbert
space V such that the point <7o in the dual BQ is fixed under the
natural action of GF and

(<ra o <T;)lGi;(i>nBi'(i> -{ao ffj)lG£<i>nBt'<i>

(ii) p is a representation of the complex Lie algebra AT © t /( l)c in V
which satisfies E.Nelson's condition and

Applying the proof of Theorem 2 in [1] we obtain

Proposition 1.5. Let F e£l be (u,U(l))-ndinis$ible and suppose that (L,p,o0)

is a (5, flp )-unipo(ent positive poiarization. Then there exists a unique irreducible

representation o of Bvw in space V = V ® V such that



2. THE CONSTRUCTION OF GEOMETRIC COMPLEXES

2.1. Classical constructions.

Suppose that G is a connected real reductive Lie group. We fix a Cartan subal-
gebra H of Qc and consider F € Q" such that {QF)C = H. Then H = GF >S a Cartan
subgroup of G. Let (F, a) be a reductive datum and a : Buw —* U(V) be the rep-
resentation obtained in Proposition 1.5. Denote by Euw and Zv(v> the homogeneous
vector bundles on H \ G and UF \ G respectively associated with the restrictions of a

and UF . In the category of smooth vector bundles we have the bundles
and £u(1) are equivalent. In the view of [3], we can say the bundles Euw and

associated to the basic datum (H,B,cf o <7j).

Suppose that dimfV = m. Let C{£vti)) denote the sheaf of differential forms
of type (0,g) on UF \ G with values in £v^\ We know that each differential form of
this type is a section of the bundle £ut-^ ® A'K* where K is the inverse image bundle
k*\H of the homogeneous vector bundle N —> H\G with fibre Af = B/Ti and K* is its
dual.

Donote by O(£u^) the sheaf of germs of partially holomorphic C°° sectons of
£t/(1) that are annihilated by Af. Then the following sequence of sheafs is exact

0 tC
m(£uw) —.0 (2.1)

where the mapping i is induced by inclusion of the space of partially invariant partially
holomomorphic sections of £"'" into the space of smooth sections, and the following
mappings 8E are induced by the usual operator, mapping a form of type (0, q) to a form
of (0,9 + 1).

Taking global sections, (1.1) induces a sequence of the form

(2-2)

(2.3)

0 —. CX(UF \ G;£uw) —* C°°(UF \ G;

... —» C°°((7/r \ G; £uw ® AmK*) ~ * 0

and this sequence of abelian groups forms a cochain complex

Denote by H^C^UF \G; £VW®AK*)) the p-th derived group of the cochain complex
(2.3) and ffJh([/F\G;;O(£'c;(1))) the sheaf cohomology group of the space UF\G of degree
p with coefficients in O(£uw). By a similar argument as in [9,§l] we obtain

Proposition 2.1. There exists a canonicaJ isomorphism

AK*)) * Hr(UF\G;O(£vw)), p > 0

2.2. Three geometric complexes.

5 of (2.3) extends naturally to hyperfunctionWe note that the differential
sections, so we obtain a complex

dE (2.4)

The bundles £"<>> ® A ' K ' —• UF\G pull back to trivial bundles on G. Then, the
complex (2.4) is isomorphic to the complex

dE (2.5)

where [...] * denotes the space of Up-invariant elements with UF and J\f acting on
C^IG) from the right, and where OE is the coboundary operator for Lie algebra coho-
mology of Af and hyperfunction coefficients.

Under the fibration UF\G —> H\G, the bundle £uw —> UF\G pushes down
to the bundle £uw —> H \ G and the sheaf O{£[/(1)) —>U F \G pushes down to the
sheaf O(£U{1)) —> H \ G of germs of partially holomorphic C°° sections over H\G.
Then we have

C-W(H\G;£U(1)®AH'), dE (2.6)

Denote by CQ"(UF\G; £ "*'' ® A'K*) the space of Qf-equivariaiit partially holomorphic
C°° sections of the space C~"(UF \ G; £u^1 ® A"K*), we have

Proposition 2.2. There exists a canonical isomorphism of vector spaces

CQ"(UF\G;£UM®/\PK') 3 \

Proof.. Pull back the complex (2.6) to G as was done for (2.4), we see that (2.6) is
isomorphic to the complex

Then our assertion follows from (2.5) and the definition of (JF-equivariant sections (see
[7,§3]). •

Let X denote the flag variety of Borel subalgebras of 8c- Since H normalizes B,
there exists a natural G-invariant fibration H \ G —* S, where 5 = G • B is the G-orbit
passing B in X. Then, as in [9], we obtain the Cauchy-Riemann complex

(2.8)



where Ns = T"0|1(S) is the G-homogeneous vector bundle based on MjNfvff and 3 E
is the Cauchy-Riemann operator (see (3,§4]).

Denote by Xv<-^ the flag variety of U(l)- invariant Borel subalgebras of Lie
algebra Qc ®U{\)c and Try : X11^ —• X is the natural projection. Using the Gauss'
decomposition G = K - B, where K ia a fixed maximal compact subgroup in G, we
obtain B\G S V^\

we see that B1^1* is the stabilizer of 8 © W(l)c and there exists a diffeomorphism of
S y ( l ) onto S. Then we have the complex

C-u(Suw;*'x£Vil) Q "**s)> %E (2.9)

where Ns = n*xT°^(S) and N$ is its dual.
If we pull back to G as was done for (2.4), we see that this complex is isomorphic

to the complex

W (210)
for relative Lie algebra cohomology of {Af,N C\~ffl) and hyperfunction coefficients.

Proposition 2.3. There are canonicaJ isomorphisms

Proof. Applying the Poincare Lemma to the fibres of H \ G —> 5 we see that the
inclusion of (2.9) in the complex (2.6) induces an isomorphism of cohomology. Then
the proposition follows from Proposition 2.2. D

Let $ denote the germ of neighbourhoods of 5 in X, we see that £u<-li —t 5
has a unique holomorphic ^-equivariant extension £ VW —• S. Then we obtain the
Dolbeault complex

C-"(S;£U ( 1 )®A-(Tj1) ') , 3 (2.11)

the coefficients of which are hyperfunctions on 5 with support in S.
Similarly, we have the complex

C-^S^'iir^^tSA-Xjf)), d (2.12)

where N,y = ^x^x'1 an t^ coefficients are hyperfunctions on 5 with support in
Then, as in [3 §4), we have

Proposition 2.4. There is a canonicaJ isomorphism

where the right hand side of (1.12) is local cohomology along S.

3. G-MODULES AND THEIR INDUCED TOPOLOGIES

3.1. Isomorphisms of the cohomologies

We fix a basic datum {H,B,o o CJ) and consider the G-orbit S = G • B C X.
Denote by Y the variety of ordered Cartan subalgebras and Gc the adjoint group of
Qc- As homogeneous space, we have

Y * Hc \ Gc,

where He is the connected subgroup with Lie algebra H. Since He normalizes S, there
is a natural projection p : Y —> X, with fibre

~l[B) = (3.1)

over the base point B.
Let Sy = G • H C Y be the G-orbit through the base point in Y. We see that

SY lies over S = G • B and p : SY —• S has fibre exp(Af nfi) = exp(.V n W n Q) at
the base point. We have SY — H \G, so SY is a real form of the complex manifold Y
and u = codimn(S) is the fibre dimension dimc(A'nA^) of p : Sy —• S (see [3,§6] ).

Proposition 3.1. There are canonical isomorphisms of G-modules

{UF \ G;

Proof. The first isomorphism follows from Proposition 2.3. We only need to show that
the complexes (2.6) and (2.12) have naturally isomorphic cohomologies with a sheaf of
degree by tt = codimji(S).

Let Ty|jjf denote the complexified relative tangent bundle of the fibration p,

and Tynp 1y'}x the subbundle of holomorphic, respectively antiholomorphic, relative

tangent vectors. It follows from (3.1) that Ty\x is modeled on J\f, as homogeneous

vector bundle over Y = He \ Gc-
Denote by l ^ 1 ' the variety of U(l)-invariant ordered Cartan subalgebras of

We have the natural projection iry : Yvw —>Y. Suppose that

is the orbit passing the base point W© W(l)c in y l ' ( 1 ) , we have $yW as Sy.
Let C~"(XUW) be the sheaf of hyperfunctions on Xvw with support in „

and C—>(YVil);hp^ix) the sheaf of hyperfunction sections of A?Ky |x on F^*1 ' with



support in SY , where tty\x = TY(TY\X)- Exterior differentiation along the fibres
turns C-"(yu ( 1 ) ;ANy|X) into a complex. Interpret C-W(XUW) as a complex of sheaves
concentrated in degree zero. Then, as in (3, §6], we have

where [u ~ 2n] denotes a shift of indexing by 2n - u, and pvw : V1^1* — • Xuw is the
homomorphism induced from p : Y —> X such that p o jry = T?X ° PV<~1'.

Twisting this isomorphism with the Dolbeault complex (2.12); as in [3,§6 ] we
obtain

(3.3)

(3.4)

We note that N ^ is modeled on M ~ (8©W(l)c)/(W©W(l)c) and the bundle

(wx o pu^y£ul-11 over Sy{1) ~ ff \ G is also modeled on the ff-module V. So the
complex

Combining this with Proposition 2.4 we obtain

coincides with the complex (2.6).
Now, our proposition follows from (3.4) and Proposition 2.2.

3.2. The induced EVechet topology.

•

We fix a Cartan involution 6 of G with 6H = H. It defines the maximal
compactly embedded subgroup A* = [x £ G : 8x = x} of G. Then H = T x A with
T = H n A" and >1 = exp(.4 0 5), where ft - T + .4 are the (±l)-eigenspaces of 6\H.
Consider the orbit S ~ G'B Q X,H CB. Proposition 7.1 in [3] follows that there exists
a relative orbit SmaI — G • Bmaz, where H C Bmax and Bmaz is maximally real for
that condition. Then, as in [3, §2], G has a cuspidal parabolic subgroup P = MANu,
where ZC{A) = M x A, 6M = M and Bmal C V, with V - LieP. Moreover, the
fibrations S —* Smal and Smaz — • P\G induce a fibration 5 —* P\G.

Recall S17'1' Rs 5, we have the fibration Suw — • P\G. Thus, we obtain a
well defined sheaf Cp"G(Suil)) of germs of hyperfunctions on S17'1' that are C°° along
the fibres of 5 y ( 1 ) —>P\G. Using 3s, we see that Cpfo(S

uW) defines a complex of
sheaves

V W U W (3.6)

consist of germs of sections of the bundles irx£
t/(1) ® A'NJ —> Suii\ coefficients in

Taking global sections, we arrive at a subcomplex of the complex (2.9)

>A-NJ), ds (3.7)

Proposition 3.2. The inclusion of (3.7) in the Cauchy-Riemanji complex (2.9) induces
isomorphisms of cohomo!ogy.

Proof. Applying Lemmas 7.16 and 7.17 in [3] we see that the inclusions

(3.8)

of the sheaves (3.6) into the sheaves corresponding to (3.7) induce isomorphisms of
cohomology sheaves, and these sheaves are soft. Moreover, a general result in sheaf
cohomology says that the inclusion of sheaves in (3.9) induces an isomorphism of hy-
percohomology.

Since both complexes consist of soft sheaves, the hypercohomology is just the
cohomology of the associated complex of global sections. This completes the proof of
Proposition 3.2. •

By a similar way as in [9, §2 ], we have

Proposition 3.3. The vector spaces

have jiaturaj JVechet topologies. In those topologies, 5s J« continuous and the actions
of G are Frechet representations.

4. A REDUCTION OF THE GLOBALIZATION

4.1. The globalization of Harish-Chandra modules

We recall some notions from [3, §3 ]: An admissible Frechet G-module has prop-
erty (MG) if it is the maximal globalization of its underlying Harish-Chandra module.
A complex (C,d) of Frechet G-modules has property (MG) if d has closed range, the
cohomologies Hp(C,d) are admissible and of finite length, and each Hf(C,d) has
property (MG).

10



Given a basis datum (H,B,do<Tj), the corresponding homogeneous vector bundle
—> 5 U ( 1 ) has property (MG) if the partially smooth Cauchy-Riemann complex

(2.9) has property (MG). Denote

Proposition 3.2 shows that HP(SU(1)\ £uil)) is calculated by a Frechet complex. Then
iy(S t ; ( 1 );£L ' ( 1 ))(/O is calculated by the subcomplex of Jf-finite forms in that Prechet
complex and these forms are smooth. In particular, K-finite forms in that Frechet
complex have formal power series at 1 - H. Then we can define morphisms

A'(G,H,B,a o (4.2)

where A"(G,H,B,^ oa,) S H^C^iUp \G;£VW ® AK')(K)) are Harish-Chandra
modules for G {see [3, §3 ] ),

We recall as in [3] that the bundle £u(i) —> Suw has property (Z) if the
maps (4.2) are isomorphisms. In other words, £ ( ; (1) —> 5Lr<1> has property (Z) if
H!'{SU(-1);£VU)) is the globalization of the Harish-Chandra module AP(G, H, 8 ,5 o cr,).

Now, we consider the following condition of a pair (F,a) :
There exist a positive root system $ + and a number C > 0 such that : if
£l'<i) — , gV(.i) ig irre(}uctive, A = d(5 o cjj)\n 6 W , AR is the restriction
of A to the reaJ form Tin on which roots take reaJ vaJue, and < AR, a > (4.3)
> 0 for all a € * + , then £UW —» Suw has properties (MG) and (Z).

Proposition 4.1. We fix (F,a) and suppose that (4.3) is true. Then for arbitrary
basic data of the form {H,B,ff o Oj), the bundle £ ' / ( I ) —> SV{1) has both properties
(MG) and (Z).

Proof. Assume (4.3). Applying Corollary 8.12 and Lemma 8.13 in [3], we see that if
Proposition 4.1 fails then it must fail for a basic datum (H, 8, cf o u^), with the bundle
£f<» —* SUil) irreductive.

Suppose that S01-" —> Su(i) is irreductive, \ = d(a o a})\n € H* and \0 e H'K.
Let C be as in (4.3) and so as in Lemma 8.18 in [3]. If < Ao, a > is sufficiently large for
all a e * + , then ||AK - Ao|| < s0 forces all < AB ,a > > C for a € * 4 . Using (4.3),
we see that £UW —. 5L ' ( I ) has both (MG) and (Z).

Now, we fix one such Ao and let

=Sup{s > 0 : | |A«-A 0 | | < s implies (MG) and (Z) for Su{1) }

Then we have s\ > so. Suppose that st is finite. Applying Lemma 8.18 in [3] we see
that there exists sj > $i such that the open ball B(si), center O and radius si, contains
B(si) U {n 6 H'K : ft is accessible from B(si)}. Then, Lemmas 8.15 and 8.16 in [3]

11

follow that properties (MG) and (Z) carry over from B(-Si) to B(s2). That contradicts
choice of s\. So 3j is infinite. This completes the proof of Proposition 4.1. •

4.2 Maximally Real Polarizations.

We fix a basic datum {H,B,S o <TJ). Let S = G • & e X and u = codimn(S).
Recall as in [3] that the polarization B is maximally real if it maximizes the dimension

Theorem 1.. For any maximally real polarization (H, B, c o GJ) there are topoJogicaJ
isomorphisms between Frechet G-modules

\ G;£u{1) n -N ft @*s

which are canonicaJiy and topoJogicaJJy isomorphic to the action of G on the maximal
globalization of Af(G, H,B,5 ° cr_,).

Proof. Suppose that B is maximally real polarization. Then G has a cuspidal parabolic
subgroupP = M-A-NH such that BcV,P = LieP, whereH = TxA withT = Hf\K
and A =exp(.4n£). We note that Suw =S (H-NH)\G and Su^ fibres over P\G with
holomorphic fibres T\M. Let £u^ —• Su{1) be irreducible, A = d(a o ffj)|w e W.
Denote by Tui1^ the inverse image of T in HU(1) under the U(l)-covering projection,
we have AT = d(d o <Jj)\T, where T = LieT.

Suppose that £U^\T\M 'S sufficiently negative. It follows from Lemma 9.3 in [3]
that the maps

H"(T \ M; £Um\T\M\hnM) , T, B n M, X\T) (4.4)

are isomorphisms of (jM,/fnM)-modules, these modules nonzero just forp = dimc(T\
KC\M).

Applying the Poincare Lemma to the fibres (= JV^) of the fibration H\G —*
(H-NH)\G = S v w , we see that A"(G, H, B,OOOJ) can be computed from the complex
of left If-finite, right K n M invariant, functions from K to the Zuckerman complex for
T\M. Any such function K —* Zr comes from a closed global A'-finite form on S1"-1^,
because T\M is fibre and K is transitive on the base of Suw —* P\G = {KC\M)\K.
Then, as in [3], we have the morphism

H"(S uw; A'(G,H,B,

is surjective. Since here each side is induced from the corresponding side of (4.4), so
the surjection is an isomorphism. In other words, the (Z) part of (4.3) is true.

12



Now, we suppose that A =
of *(M,T). Then

, v £ i(TnSY deep in the negative Weil chamber

(4.5)

vanishes except in degree po = dimc(T \ K f\ M) and W = H'">{SU^;£U^) is the
C~" induced representation IndjwANH('?®el<). Here, the induced module W has finite
length because TJ is irreducible. Then, Lemma 9.8 in [3] follows that W is (MG) and
the operator d$ has closed range. In particular, W inherits a Prechet topology from the
space

In other words, the (MG) part of (4.3) is true. Thus, Proposition 4.1 follows that
£U<1) —» 5" ( 1 ) satisfies both (MG) and (Z). Combining this with Propositions 3.1, 3.2
and 3.3 we obtain desired isomorphisms. •

4.3. Change of polarizations.

We fix a reductive datum (F,o) as in subsection 2.1. Suppose that 8 C 6c is a
polarization such that H C B and & is not maximal real. Applying Lemma 7.2 in [3] we
have a complex simple root system for {Q, H). Denote by Sa the Weil reflection and let

= SaB and So = G • 80 (4.6)

Given 7 6 ${Gc,Ti), we can view 7 as an element of (WffiW(l)c)*- Since "H is the
Cartan subalgebra of Qc, we have a representation e7 : Ht/'1' —» C*. Thus, the bundle
Lf —> H\G associated to e7 pushes down separately to line bundles L-, —• S ^ 1 ' and

L-j —• Sa . Applying Lemma 10.6 in [3] with V = C~U{G) we have G-equivariant
morphisms of complexes

(4.7)

(4.8)

G; Tr*s£
uW ® A'NJJ —> C~"(H \ G; vx

which induce morphisms of subcoraplexes

By a similar argument as in [9, §4 J, we obtain

13

Proposition 4.2. Suppose that a a Oj is irreducib/e, so d(a 0 <Jj)\n = A € ?<*, and
suppose further that 2< \ + p-a,a > / < a,a > is not a positive integer. Then (4.8)
induces an isomorphism of cohomology groups.

Theorem 2. We fix {H, B) and suppose that B is not maximal real. Then, for arbitrary
basic data of the form (H,B,<ro Oj), the bundle £uw —> Suw has both properties
(MG) and (Z). In other words, Theorem 1 holds for arbitrary basic data of the form
( t f B ? )

Proof. According to Theorem 1, every £v^ —> SmiV has both (MG) and (Z). Thus
we may assume by induction on dimS^W - dim SmaV that every £um —- $"W

has both (MG) and (Z). On the other hand, Corollary S.12 and Lemma 8.13 in [3]
show that we need only prove (MG) and (Z) for irreducible £vw —• S17 '1 '. Since
the cohomologies and maps that occur in Theorem 1 all are compatible with coherent
continuation, we may assume that 2 < A -f p - a,a > / < a, a > is not a positive
integer, where A = d(5 o Vj)\n € W*. We know that (4.8) restricts to a morphism of
subcomplexes

CPZG(SOW; **X£VW ® A'NJJ — Cp«a(S
u^; x'x£

u^ ® L.a ® A '+ 'KJ) (4.9)

Applying Propositions 3.2 and 4.2 we see that (4.9) induces an isomorphism in coho-
mology. By induction on dimS17 '1 ' - dim SmiV, the complex

(4.10)

I-o®A-NJ) (4-11)

has property (MG). Similarly, applying Lemma 10.6 in [3] with V = Cior{G) we obtain
a morphism of complexes

(4.12)

has property (MG). Then, as in [3], the complex

C'Q"{UF \ G\£VM ® A"KJo) - . Cg;(UF \ G;

Then we have the following commutative diagram

i

of morphisms of /f-finite subcomplexes.
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We note that the first horizontal arrow in the diagram induces an isomorphism
of cohomology (see [3,§10 ] ). Applying Proposition 4.2 and passage to the K-finite
subcomplex, we see that the second horizontal arrow in the diagram induces an isomor-
phism of cohomology. Also, by induction on dim 5 — dim Smal, the first vertical arrow
in the diagram is an isomorphism on cohomology. Then the second vertical arrow in
the diagram is a cohomology isomorphism. In other words, the bundle tU(1) —> Su^
has property (Z). This completes the proof of Theorem 2. •
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